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A box set featuring three captivating mysteries set upon the majestic Greek Isles. Three bestsellers designed to puzzle

your mind. The Olympus Killer, The Church Murders and Death Of a Bride all together for the price of two books!

THE OLYMPUS KILLER

'EVIL UNDER THE GREEK SUN' 

If this summer you are thinking of travelling to the majestic, sun kissed Greek Islands, think again. A sadistic killer is

on the loose. 

The Olympus Killer...

Over the picturesque Greek Islands, bodies are piling up fast. Bodies tortured, mutilated and strangely connected to

ancient Greek mythology. Hellenic Police Captain COSTA PAPACOSTA is called in to assist young, top of her year,

foul mouth, food loving Cretan, Lieutenant IOLI CARA in solving their most complex case yet, while facing his own

demons after the tragic loss of his daughter. 

The OLYMPUS KILLER, as the tabloids refer to him by, is a cunning, sadistic murderer with a haunting past.

Will the two officers catch the murderer in time or will the Olympus Killer have his revenge?

A model with arms brutally chopped off... 

Twins decapitated and their heads used to form a sun and a moon...

Papacosta and Cara are always one step behind the killer all the way to the shocking end!

THE CHURCH MURDERS
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EVIL RETURNS UNDER THE SIZZLING GREEK SUN

The picturesque Greek Isles are once again unsettled by death...

Hellenic Police Captain COSTA PAPACOSTA and Lieutenant IOLI CARA are back, faced with four brutal cases all

strangely connected to the Greek church.

A reporter investigating the existence of a Gospel written by Jesus himself is found stabbed to death on the island of

Salamina while a lawyer and a young girl have gone missing.

In Santorini, the most beautiful of all Greek islands, bodies are piling up fast. Murder after murder, our officers are

left puzzled. All the clues are there, but who is the killer?

The Ionian islands. Seven islands, seven bodies. Suicides or foul play?

Ioli’s lack of faith is tested by a boy experiencing stigmata on the island of Kefallonia. Could his marks be for real?

Time is against the two investigators and lives are on the line...

Join Papacosta and Cara on a roller coaster of emotions, death and faith. Follow the trail of mystery across the

majestic Greek islands and try to solve the puzzle before the shocking end!

DEATH OF A BRIDE

Of all the plans a bride makes in anticipation for her wedding day, dying is definitely not one of them.

The Zampetaki mansion, on the remote island of Gadvos, welcomes dozens of guests for the grand wedding of

Cassandra Zampetaki and Homer Cara. It's a wedding that will never take place. The bride's lifeless body is found,

brutally murdered, on the morning of the wedding. Planned to look like an open-and-shut case, the mastermind

behind it all did not figure on Hellenic Police Captain Costa Papacosta and Lieutenant Ioli Cara to be among the

guests.

A storm rages outside and no one is able to leave the island. In a battle against time, the dynamic investigating duo

must solve this intense case before the guilty party can depart from the island.

Everyone is a suspect and no one is safe.

Join in on the thrilling mystery and try to solve the crime. The clues are all there...

Grab your copy of this new, highly-anticipated, wildly-acclaimed Greek Island Mystery and dive into this riveting

whodunit today!
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